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GUEST EDITOR’S INTRODUCTION 
JAN KOMOROWSKI 
This special issue of the Journal of Logic Programming has been prepared in 
response to a substantial growth of interest in partial deduction (also known as 
partial evaluation in logic programming). The original motivation for partial 
deduction came from the research on partial evaluation in Lisp which was done by 
Anders Haraldsson, Erik Sandewall, and their colleagues. However, partial deduc- 
tion is now an independent and rich domain of study with its own set of methods 
and results. One possible explanation for this interest is that partial deduction 
occurs in many areas of computing, such as software optimization, software 
synthesis, refinement calculi for specifications, automatic generation of compilers 
from interpreters, optimization of deductive database queries, intensional answers 
to queries, certain forms of machine learning, knowledge and inheritance compila- 
tion, hypothetical reasoning, and planning. The importance of partial deduction 
seems to be generally recognized. For example, partial deduction was named as 
one of the main threads in the Fifth Generation project, and was devoted special 
attention in a recent issue of the Communications of the ACM (March 1992). 
The occasion of the special issue gives an opportunity to explain the name 
“partial deduction.” The term “partial evaluation in logic programming” was 
influenced by the work on partial evaluation in Lisp. Partial deduction is a better 
term in the context of logic and logic programming because, in logic programming, 
we have deductions, not evaluations. Furthermore, partial deduction makes the 
qualification “in logic programming” unnecessary. It is then natural to say that the 
result of applying partial deduction to a logic program is a residual program or, 
simply, a residue. 
The call for papers was issued in the second half of 1990. Most encouragingly, 
over 20 papers from Europe, North and South America, and Asia were received. 
The large amount of papers and the assumption that there should be no cross- 
reviewing of the papers by authors who made submissions themselves contributed 
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to a delay in the preparation of the final selection. For this, I owe an apology to the 
authors and readers. All in all, there were two reviewing rounds, with ten papers 
admitted to the second round. Since, as usual, there was a limited amount of space, 
only six contributions could be selected. The selected papers were distributed to all 
of the contributing authors who had an opportunity to provide cross-references and 
a further unification in the used terminology. We are pleased to acknowledge that 
the contributions follow the important paper of John Lloyd and John Shepherdson 
(published in this journal in 1990, who provided a new formalization of the 
principle and shed light on its soundness and completeness. A reading of their 
paper is recommended prior to delving into the special issue. 
The contributions of the papers are in the areas of semantics of partial 
deduction (including termination), software design and synthesis, and innovative 
application of partial deduction. 
The first paper, by Hirohisa Seki, is a semantical consideration on partial 
deduction and program transformation that is based on SLS-resolution. The author 
extends unfold/fold transformations, as originally proposed by Tamaki and Sato, to 
the class of all logic programs, and shows that they preserve the well-founded 
semantics. Moreover, he introduces the so called reduction rule, and shows that it 
also preserves the well-founded semantics. This is an important contribution to the 
study of properties of various semantics and their behavior under various natural 
operations. 
In the second paper, Roland Bol investigates one of the two termination 
problems for partial deduction. The paper gives basic definitions and results about 
loop-checks before applying these to partial deduction. This paper prepares a very 
good basis for future work, so it will be interesting to see whether the use of 
loop-checks in partial deduction will be of great use in practice. 
The next paper is concerned with program transformation and partial deduction. 
Annalisa Bossi and Nicoletta Cocco use S-model semantics to define transforma- 
tions in the partial deduction style that preserve computed answer substitutions of 
logic programs. A set of basic transformation operations is described. This work 
accomplishes a difficult step in the direction of improving our ability to transform 
logic programs. 
In the fourth article, Michele Bugliesi, Evelina Lamma, and Paola Mello make a 
general contribution to modular logic programming. Their paper offers a thorough 
investigation of partial deduction that is nontrivially extended to contextual logic 
programming. It is interesting to notice that extended partial deduction handles 
inheritance and provides a form of hypothetical reasoning. The exposition has 
well-chosen examples. 
Two problems of terminating partial deduction and eureka definitions for 
automating folding are considered in the fifth article by Albert0 Pettorossi and 
Maurizio Proietti. The well-known problem of inventing such definitions is given a 
new treatment by formulating it in terms of searching trees of clauses. An 
undecidability result is established and heuristics are proposed. The method is 
illustrated with substantial examples. 
The last paper is by Ulf Nilsson. He investigates an application of partial 
deduction and folding to automating the design of abstract machines. Although this 
work has not yet resulted in a methodology for a wide class of languages, its 
potential is very promising. Nilsson is able to derive control instructions of 
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Warren’s Prolog machine instruction set. This is an elegant continuation of 
Kursawe’s work on developing unification instructions. 
It will be interesting to see future developments in partial deduction. Quite 
promising seem to be applications of partial deduction to deductive databases uch 
as query optimization (cf. a relationship between partial deduction and Magic Sets) 
and intensional query answering (cf. a resultant is an intensional answer). Another 
area is partial deduction in concurrent and constraint logic programming lan- 
guages. Semantic foundations, including investigations of incremental partial de- 
duction, will certainly remain the focus of attention of future research. Finally, we 
should not neglect the opportunity of exchanging results with the functional 
languages community. Partial evaluation and partial deduction do differ, but such 
issues and methods as self-applicability, termination, and the use of abstract 
interpretation are definitely of common interest and, in some instances, appear to 
be better developed in the functional case. 
It has been a pleasure and an honor to be Guest Editor for the special issue on 
partial deduction. Incidentally, it comes almost in time for the tenth anniversary of 
the introduction of the principle to logic programming. My special thanks are due 
to the past journal Editor, Jean-Louis Lassez, who originally suggested the idea of 
this special issue, and to the present Editor-in-Chief, Maurice Bruynooghe, for his 
advice, help, and encouragement. I am also indebted to those conscientious and 
timely reviewers who supported the special issue with their insight, criticism, and 
suggestions, both to the authors and to me. 
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